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subcontinent: Hardcover Hindi:Q: Is a simple moving average is a valid

indicator? I am using the data from an interest rate website (Bloomberg) to
build a simple portfolio performance indicator. I simply want to look at the

simple moving average of my portfolio's daily returns. I simply take the closing
price on day $i and average it with the closing price of day $i-1. How can I
know if this is a valid way of looking at my portfolio's value? A: If you are

asking whether it is a good thing to look at the simple moving average of the
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returns, then the answer is that it will give you information about the past and
not the present, so it is a bad choice for analyzing performance. But if you are
looking at the simple moving average to compare your performance with that

of others, then it is a good thing to be looking at. For any simple moving
average that is calculated after the fact, or just to look at the past, you will

need to test it to make sure the variance is decreasing. The first step in such
testing is to look at the volatility of your portfolio over time (as a percentage of

the return). You don't need to calculate volatility, but you should make sure
that the variance is decreasing as time goes by. Q: How to use javascript to

change a button's color to green on the click? Can I ask you please a question
about how to set a button's color to green? I try but I did not get an expected

result. A: There are a lot of ways to do this. click me Click me function
buttonclick(obj) { if (obj.style.backgroundColor) obj.style.backgroundColor =

'green'; else obj.style.backgroundColor ='red'; } If you want to add
functionality to the 6d1f23a050
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